Student: How to Run an Audit with Minor Courses
Note:
You can only run an audit for both your major and minor requirements if both are currently declared.
Run an Audit with Planned Courses

- Create a graduation plan
- Include courses you intend to take for your minor on your plan.
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- If you have multiple plans, make sure to have the plan you want to create an audit with as your preferred plan.
- To make a plan your preferred plan, click on the star icon to the left of the plan name.
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- To run an audit:
  - Go to the Audits tab
  - Click Request New
To run an audit:
  - Click the link to the right of Advanced Settings
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To run an audit:

• Click on the box next to What If Courses
  • You will see a check mark inside the box
• Select **Run Declared Programs** to run an audit
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- To open your audit click on the program name or on View Audit
  - This will open up your audit with planned courses for both the major and minor.
  - Scroll down to find the minor requirements
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If you still have questions, we are here to help!

registrar@ucmerced.edu